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About This Game

Travel to the fantasy land of Titania, a world once thriving with magic and peace... Until, from within its very heart, the seed of
corruption started to grow and darkness threatened to enshroud all of its islands and their inhabitants in ruin and desolation. To

save the world from this catastrophic fate, you shall yield the magical powers of the very land itself by matching gemstones,
using the mana from within them to summon a variety of magical Fairies to aid you in your battle against the malicious

Darklings.

Features:

 Test your reflexes and collect mana - Collect mana to summon fairies by matching 3 or more gems of the same color.
But beware, for the Darklings are relentless and will stop at nothing until the whole land is consumed!

 Summon a variety of Fairies to aid you in battle - Each of the 8 fairies available in the game has their own
characteristics and powers, so choose your allies wisely as you prepare yourself to fight!

 Fight against hordes of Darklings - Each Darkling has unique traits and special dark magic of their own, so make haste
and drive them away before they consume the whole land!
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 Use magical potions to enhance your fairy allies - Perform large matches in order to be rewarded with magical potions
that allow you to summon Arcane versions of your Fairy allies, increasing their magical powers and abilities far beyond
their limits!

 Enhance your own abilities and give yourself new powers with a plethora of magical items - Use the coins acquired in
battle to purchase many items and equipments that will give you the edge and turn the tides of the battle in your favor!

 Battle through the many Islands in the land of Titania - Travel through a mysterious and magical world in more than 80
stages spread across 8 Islands, each with its own unique hazard that will challenge your ability as a player to adapt to
survive and thrive!

 Battle against fearsome Bosses - Each Island has its own particular boss stage, where the player will test their might
against one of the mighty Dragons and their horde of Darklings to free the Islands of their cursed fates.

 Unlock achievements and collect rewards - Perform great feats to unlock achievements, and acquire bonus coins as a
reward for your efforts!
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Title: Fairies vs. Darklings: Arcane Edition
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Interama - Interactive Technology
Publisher:
Interama - Interactive Technology
Release Date: 29 Feb, 2016
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Personally, I enjoyed the game a lot, the combat does feel a tad stiff, but it tends to keep you on your toes. The game is a bit
easy, but there are ways to make it harder. The added difficulty is somewhat artificial though, as it adds more enemies and
makes you take more damage. They constantly reuse the same enemies, bosses, music, and even areas. If you fall into a habit of
reusing the same combos, it will definitely start to feel stale. All in all, it's a good game, but does suffer from laziness, as I
expected more assets and variety.. One improvement could be some end-game-summary? At end of game you don't really get a
synopsis of your and your opponents points (how they were achieved overall).. It's not bad. A fun little Rogue-Lite top-down
shooter. Gameplay is serviceable. The cutscene at the start is absolute cringe, but I think that's the point.

My problem is that in a world with so many amazing games at the sub 20 dollar price point offering fantastic replay value (Slay
the Spire and Dungreed come to mind) it's hard to say that I would recommend this game. There are just a lot of better games to
spend 13-20 bucks on.

That's less a knock on these devs and their product and more a statement of how great current indie games have been.
Additionally, that's coming from someone who used to think Indie devs were eroding the expected quality of products.

Btw, Steam, Give us a judge based on your own taste in games button. I like Rogue-Like's but am meh on top-down-shooters. If
you're super into top-down shooters this might be your jam.. Lady HUNK is a qt.. I bought this DLC together with the base
game. It adds new challenges, items, rooms etc. (for a full list read the key notes above). There is nothing about this game and
DLC that I don't like so I can only recommend it ;-)
My favourite addition of this DLC is greed mode - a new game mode - with its different objectives and new endboss.. Buying
the soundtrack supports the creators. It's a really heartwarming OST and I highly recommend it. Pair it with the excellent
bittersweet story and you get one of the most eye opening visual novels out there.

This soundtrack doesn't change anything since the game already has a "sound mode"; it only supports the creators. Buy it if you
don't mind donating some cash.. This game is
OKEY-DOKEY
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I had no idea that the price of $2 could make it so far. The music was constantly a 10\/10 and I hope in the future more content
is released. Only the real will play this game.. This is a fun little physics-based puzzle game with a very "lunar lander" feel. Fly
around to collect pieces of pipe, rockets, and pushers\/pullers to solve your way through 14 levels and get Bob back to space so
he can get to work. You can customize your ship to fit the needs of the problem at hand but make sure it's not top-heavy or off
balance! While some precision flying and some restarts on account of the occasional frustrating hang-up are required, you'll
have fun if you like refreshing new puzzle games.. Ripid-fire shiny HD space invaders set to sick beats and ting innit bruv. What
more could you want, really? A modern arcade reinvention of an stone-cold classic. Drop a couple of disco biscuits for
maximum atmosphere enhancement.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.

This is a terrible port from a mobile app. There is actual game play mechanics that do not work, and render the game impossible
to complete.

There are free games that give more satisfaction than this pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It's not bad, but
there's nothing about it that I'd really recommend it for. Good roguelikes present interesting choices and have runs that feel
starkly different from each other, where you adapt to the challenges and needs you face *this* time. In this one, once you have a
handle on how a class operates, runs feel essentially the same apart from whether you get good enough stuff or don't. That
binary feeling doesn't really bring one coming back for more.

It's not bad; if you're into this genre, it's not a -bad- game to pick up. I had okay fun with it for a little while. But it doesn't really
stand out in some regard such that I'd recommend it at its price.. Great addition to base game. New ships requires different
styles of flying and some can suit you more and some less.
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